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preserved; very in home outside of own
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effectsScore

onlyimpairment due to cognitive loss, not impairment dueother factors.
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CLINICAL DEMENTIA RATINGour further work we have found it advantageoustoDEAR

SIR,refine
the rating scale by the removal of certain

ambiguities.Essential
to many research approaches toThe new improved version is asshown.Alzheimer's

disease is a means for staging the severityLEONARDBERGof
the disease. Your Journal published our ClinicalSuite 16304, Barnes HospitalPlaza,Dementia

Rating (Journal, 140, 566â€”572,1982). FromSt. Louis, Missouri, 63110, USA
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that the pre-existing literature in this area consists
largely of uncontrolled clinical observations. How
ever, their study gives rise to some problems which
may cast doubt on their conclusions.

First, the authors list several clinical variables which
are reported to discriminate between patients with
â€œ¿�reversibledepression caused by dementiaâ€• and
demented (but not depressed) controls. These
variables include depressed mood, past history of

REVERSIBLE DEMENTIA AND DEPRESSION

DEAR SIR,

In their article on â€œ¿�reversibledementia caused by
depressionâ€•, Rabins et al. (Journal, May 1984, 144,
488â€”92)set out as a major objective the validation of
criteria for distinguishing patients with â€œ¿�reversible
dementia caused by depressionâ€• from irreversibly
demented patients. This is an important issue, given
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